In spite of difficulties in the year of 2008, the NWT company has achieved positive dynamics of financial activities, has implemented a large-scale investment program and strengthened its market position.

The annual report is designed as a “Book of Secrets,” where the most important competitive advantages are disclosed for customers, employees and shareholders. This are the business secrets and commercial secrets, allowing the North-West Telecom to be one of the most successful operators in the telecommunications market in Russia.

The report uses the images of the code locks, safes, code secret language, and other systems of access to secret information, drawn as a “notes” — a mini double-page spread.
We thank our customers and clients for the business they directed to Barclays in 2008. High levels of activity on their behalf have enabled us to report substantial profit generation in difficult conditions. Our priorities in 2008 were (and remain): to stay close to customers and clients; to manage our risks; and to progress strategy.

John Varley Group Chief Executive
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